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We have developed a multizone hydrodynamic model of a conic spouting layer, consisting of averaged 
differential mass, momentum and angular momentum equations and accounting for the radial f low of the 
dispersed phase. We have obtained a numerical solution of the system of equations for the case in 
which the layer is divided into two zones, which is consistent with experimental data, 

A spouting layer is efficient means of phase interaction, which has found its fairly wide application in many 
technological processes, in particular, the drying and thermal treatment of dispersed materials [1-4]. 

A prominent place in studying the spouting layer is occupied by the hydrodynamics of interacting phases, which 
determines the rate of heat and mass transfer processes and generally serves as a basis for their mathematical description. 
In connection with this, numerous investigations [1-12] are devoted to modeling the hydrodynamics of the spouting 
process. The following hydrodynamic models of flow structures of the dispersed phase in a spouting layer are known: that 
of ideal mixing, cellular, diffusional, and combined [1, 5-7]. Studies [1, 6, 8-11] rely on the methods of mechanics of 
interpenetrating continua, whose basis is formed by mass, momentum, and energy equations. Investigations are available 
[I, 12] that are based on a separate description of the phase motion applied mainly to the layer core which is characterized 
by a relatively low concentration of particles. The merits and demerits of the hydrodynamic models have to do with the 
choice and completeness of the realization of one or another approach to the modeling. In the familiar continual hydrody- 
namic models [1, 3, 8-11], two zones, differing markedly in the concentration of the dispersed phase, are, as a rule, 

discriminated: a spout core and a ring (a peripheral zone). The boundary of the zones is assumed known. The radial 

motion of the dispersed phase is here neglected. 
Enhancement and optimization of the processes of heat and mass transfer in the spouting layer require a more in- 

depth investigation of all aspects of the layer hydrodynamics. 
The current study has formulated a multizone continual model of the hydrodynamics of a conic spouting layer 

taking into account the flow of the dispersed phase between the zones along the layer height. A numerical solution is 

obtained for the system of equations when the layer is divided into two zones. 
The following assumptions are made. A stationary case of the spouting process is considered. The layer is parti- 

tioned into n zones by conic surfaces with coordinates r The variation in the parameters along r inside each zone is taken 
as linear. An axisymmetric motion of the phases is assumed. The effects related to an alteration of the interface are 

disregarded. 
Using the system of equations for the motion of a heterogeneous mixture [13], we will write the following conser- 

vation equations in a spherical coordinate system. The mass equations are: 

for the gas phase 

1 d(vr~s~) -4 2vrl 1 (o+ sin tp~ _ v~ sin %_l) __ 0 ' (1) 
8~ dr r r13 

and for the dispersed phase 

1 d[w't(1 --et)] -4- 2w,........~i 1 (w+sintpi_w~sinqh_l) = 0. (2) 
1 - -  81 d r  r " r[~ 
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The moment equations for the gas and dispersed phases are: 

dori --2 vei 1 dP~ ni f , ,  (3) 
v,, ---dT-- = r pg dr e~pg ' 

Wri dr = rcPL - - g c o s  (pi-l+tp~2 -t- f~g sin %( -+ p~(1- -e~)  �9 (4) 

The third term on the right side of  Eq. (4), which is zero for all zones with i ~ n and other than zero for the wall 

region (i = n), takes into account the force of  particle friction against the chamber wall and the viscous force in the wall 

region. 

The angular momentum equations for the gas and dispersed phases are: 

v d-v~, v,,v-~, § 1 (v~ sin % - sin % - i )  v-~i "-'-dT- + - - - 7 - -  ~ - o~ - 

where 

1 (P7 - -  P+) sin (Pi n i f~  
rt3 [(v+ )2 sin (p~ - -  (v~) 2 sin qh-x] ----- - -  rpg~ 9gel 

1 + . d~i w,iw~i Jr- ~ (wr s m  % - -  w ~  s i n  (Pl-1) w r  - -  w,i ~ + r 

1 [ (W~)  ~ sin cPi - -  ( w ~ )  ~ sin qh-d n~f~ g x  s i n  % - 1  + c P ,  

r~ PM (1 - -  e,) 2 

(5) 

(6) 

6 (1 - -  e~) . 
n i ~ 

~d 3 

1~ : cos q~i - -  cos qh-1; 

1 
f,i 8 

m 

8 

(7) 

(8) 

(9) 

(10) 

The second term on the right side of Eq. (6) totally accounts for a normal component of  the reaction force of the 

chamber wall and the dispersed phase to the isolated element. 

We define the drag in the constrained flow conditions from the formula [13] 

o 

ei o e* 
~i = [1 - -  1,16 (1 _ e~).)/3]~ ~i (R i ), (11) 

where 

R e ~  = 8~ 
1 - -  1,16(1 - -~ i )  2/3 Rei; (12) 

Rei = dpv tvi - -  wil . 
, ( 1 3 )  P~g 

Ivt - -  wi[ = l/-(vrt - -  wri) ~ -q- (v~i - -we i )  ~. (14) 

To determine the drag 
correlation [14] 

~~ appropriate to an unbounded gas flow past a single droplet, we resort to the 

0 e ,  24 ( r 1 9 4 ]  
[ , ( R  , ) = - - R e .  + 0 " 2 4 8  l +  l + - - ~ e ~ ] .  (15) 
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The parameters V-~,i, V+~oi, W - i  , W + i ,  P-i, and P+i can be expressed in terms of v~, w,~, Pi, and Po using the relations 

- 1 _ - 1 _ 1 
%, = ~ (v,~ + v + ), w~, = ~ (w~, + w + ), P, = ~ (PT- + P+). (16) 

The coupling conditions at the boundaries of the zones are written as follows: 

v + = v ~ + ,  e i + : ,  w +'~, ---- w ~ + ,  _ _ 1  - -  8i..{- 1 ,  p +  = ip~_ ,"  
(17) 

The boundary conditions for the system (1)-(16) are: 

at the point of entry into the layer 

z_~ eiP~,iFio : = 
i =  1 i =  1 i=rn 

P i  = P~o, v,~ ---- 0, w~i = 0, e i ] =  8io, 

(18) 

and at the spout level 

~Jri : O. 

follows 

From the condition that the side wall of the chamber is impermeable and the motion of phases is axisymmetric 

q~ = 0, v~-~ = 0, W(p~ = 0, qD = q~, v4~ = 0, w4~ = 0. (19) 

For simplicity we consider the case with the layer divided into two zones, viz., a spout core and a peripheral zone. 

Here relations (16) in view of Eq. (19) are written as 

V~+I = 2U-~ 1, Z)~'-2 = 2 ~ ,  ~(p-}-I = 2~.-,1; ~q,2 : 2~2, P~ = 2P~ - -  Po. 

Then the system of equations for the spout core takes the form 

d V r l  .~ Url d81 _~ 2 (orl__U--lVl)  = O, 
dr e 1 dr r 

(2o) 

dwrt wr, ds'  -'}- 2--~-(w,1 --w~ptYl) = 0, (21) 
dr 1 - -  ~1 dr r 

dv,t  o~t 1 dP1 n, f  ,......_!t (22) 
vra ~ = r Og dr 81[Dg ' 

- - 2  
dw,#t W~l ~ nl[rl (23) 

Wrl ~ = r g cos  + PM ( l - -  El) ' 

- -2 2 (Po - -  fil) Yx _ thf,pl (24) 
o,-1 ~ + r r Pgr Pg~l ' 

d ~ l  w , ~ l  2 ~ , y 1  nxf~x g u  sin q~x -k- q~, (25)  
w,a ~ + r - - 7 - -  = p~ (I - -  81) 2 ' 

where 

sin ~1 
Y1 = (26) 

cos q~l - -  1 
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Fig. 1. Porosity distribution along the height of the spout core (curves 1, 
3, 4, e 1) and of the peripheral zone (curve 2, E2): 1, 2) Vro = 11 m/sec, 
material is glass spheres; 3) 13; 4, 5) 34 m/sec, silica gel, computed and 
experimental relations, respectively [15]. r, m. 
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Fig. 2. Variation in the vertical velocity component of the gas and liquid along the layer 
height in the spout core and the peripheral zone: a, 1) w,1, Vro = 13 m/sec, material is 
glass spheres; 2) wrl; 3) wr2; 4) v,= at Vro = 34 m/sec, silica gel, computed and experi- 
mental [15] relations, respectively; b, 1, 2) v,l, material is glass spheres; 1) Vro = 11 
m/sec; 2) 13. w r, vrl, m/sec. 

For the peripheral zone, Eqs. (1)-(3) are similar to Eqs. (20)-(22), with the only difference that 

s i n ~ l  
Y~= (27) 

c O S  ~x- -eos  ~ 

Equation (4) rearranges to the form 

~ g cos ~i + tp~ n2f,~ w,~ ~ r 2 + p , , (1 - -~ )  + gffrsintp2" (28) 

In conformity with Eq. (17), instead of Eqs. (5) and (6) we use the relationships 

- - ~1  - - 1 - - e a  : ( 2 9 )  v~z=vwx 8~ , wq;~=w~x l - - e 2  

Analogously to [9], for closing the boundary conditions (18) in the numerical solution the systems of equations 
were varied by the value of the velocity Vrl at the point of entry into the layer. The pressure difference P~ - P0 was 
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Fig. 3. Variation in the radial velocity component of the gas and particles along the layer height: 1) v~l; 
2) v~2; 3) w~l; 4) w~2 at Vro = 1 1 m/sec; 5) w~l, rro = 13 m/sec, v~,w~o, m/sec. 

Fig. 4. Pressure distribution along the spout height: 1) Vro = 1 1 m/sec; 2) 13. P1, kPa. 

approximated by a piecewise linear function that was determined experimentally. The system of equations (20)-(29) with 

the closing relations (7)-(15) and the boundary conditions (18) was solved numerically by the Runge-Kutta method of 
fourth order. 

The computations have been performed for two conic-type devices. In the first, with the diameter of inlet opening 
D = 0.032 m, the angle of taper 0 = 40 ~ and the initial height of the layer H = 0.12 m, glass spheres of diameter d = 
10 -3 m and density p = 2500 kg/m 3 were subject to spouting. In the second, with D = 0.015 m, 0 = 45 ~ and H = 0.1 
m, the layer is formed by silica gel particles with d = 4.10 -3 m and density PM = 1120 kg/m 3 (Figs. 1 and 2). In 

accordance with [1], the angle of the spouting core was taken to be 6 ~ 
It is evident from the computed vertical profiles of the layer porosity (Fig. 1) that the core porosity in the middle 

of the layer depends slightly on the height, and afterwards its appreciable decrease is observed, corresponding in practice 

to the formation of a densified "cap" of the spout. An increase in the gas flow rate diminishes the particle concentration in 

the spout. The porosity of the peripheral zone in the layer bottom rises abruptly, remaining smaller than the core porosity, 
i.e., a larger expansion occurs due to the conic geometry of the device. Further on, the porosity decreases to about a value 

of 42 = 0.4, corresponding to a loose packing of the layer. As might be expected, the relations for the vertical velocity 

component of the gas and the particles in the layer, given in Fig. 2, indicate a rise in the particle velocity in the region of 

the spout mouth and its fall at the top of the layer. The vertical velocity component vr~ of the gas in the spout core 
decreases with height, whereas the gas velocity vr in the peripheral zone increases, which results from the enhancement of 
the radial gas flow from the spout core (Fig. 3). Here, the gas flow to the periphery decreases sharply at the layer level 
owing to equalization of the pressure in the core and peripheral zone in the upper part of the spout. It follows from the 
relations presented in Fig. 3 that the radial velocity of the dispersed phase flow in the peripheral zone, directed to the 

device axis, depends weakly on the vertical coordinate, except for the layer top, where its increase is observed, whereas 
the radial velocity in the spout increases more intensely. Therefore, the radial flow of the dispersed phase increases with 
the layer height, therewith a rise in the inlet velocity of the gas causing it to decline slightly. The relations for variation in 

the gas pressure in the spout core, given in Fig. 4, point to the fact that the pressure fall is the greatest in the spout 
bottom, which is due to the interaction of the high-velocity gas flow with the low-mobile layer of particles. Obviously, an 
increase in the gas flow rate leads to the pressure decrease. 

It is seen from Figs. 1 and 2 that the computations for the spouting of silica gel particles presented for the porosity 
and the velocity of particles in the spout core are in favorable agreement with experimental data [15]. 

The hydrodynamic model suggested can be used to design and optimize spouting-layer devices. 
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NOTATION 

d, equivalent diameter of the particles, m; D, diameter of the inlet opening of the device, m; F, cross-sectional 
area of the layer, m2; ffr, coefficient taking into account the force of particle friction against the device wall and the viscous 
force of the particles, ffr = 2.4-2.6 was taken; g, acceleration by gravity, m/sec2; H, initial height of the layer, m; L, mass 
flow rate of the gas, kg/sec; P, gas pressure, Pa; P0, gas pressure on the device axis, Pa; r, ~, coordinates of the spherical 
system; v, w, velocities of the gas and dispersed phases, m/sec; 0, angle of taper of the device, deg; • coefficient equal 
to • = 1-2.2; e, layer porosity; ~r, dynamic viscosity of the gas, Pa.sec; Or, OM, gas and particle pressure, kg/m 3. 

Subscripts: i, zone number, 1 _< i <_ n, r, ~, projection on the coordinate axis; m, zone number pertaining to the 
boundary of the spout core; O, value at the point of entry into the layer; - ,  +,  values at the inner and outer boundaries of 
the zone, respectively; - ,  average over the cross section; 1, 2, values corresponding to the spout core and the peripheral 
zone. 
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